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After the turmoil in Kerube, Lawrence and his companions make for the Kingdom of Winfiel across

the sea. Their destination is the great abbey of Brondel, said to hold the wolf bones they seek.

Arriving in the kingdom, they hear tell that the abbey, normally prosperous due to its great wool

trade, has fallen into a financial crisis. Worse, the most powerful economic force in the world-the

Ruvik Alliance-is entering the kingdom with its eye upon the abbey's land holdings...
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The 10th volume is a magnificent return to what made the series brilliant. After the author's good but

not great experiments with short stories and a 2 volume story, volume 10 returns to the one book

format of a complicated plan and some not so subtle bickering between Lawrence and Holo. It is a

tad bit longer than the rest of the novels, but the author crafted an excellent story.Lawrence, Holo

and Col find themselves in the middle of a battle between a king, the church and a giant trade

alliance, and in the middle of it all is the sacred relic Holo has been searching for. The plan is as

convoluted and complex as always, but I thoroughly enjoyed following the logic and the explanation

was one of the more digestible ones in the series. The story actually does quite well tying in clues

from previous novels and also subtly hinting at some current events as well. While Lawrence

remains softhearted as always, Holo gets the focus of this novel with a number of scenes that open

her up as a character.For anyone following the series, rest assured this is one of the strongest

volumes to date. Looking forward to the next ones!



Spice and Wolf has always been an enjoyable, if not always thrilling, story. In volume 10 the story

starts to pick up some pace again and there are some interesting character interactions going on.

You even get to see Holo in her giant wolf form again (if only in example and not actually part of the

present action). It leaves off hinting that volume 11 will have some nice action-packed sequences

after the relative doldrums the story has been in. Can't wait!

I assume if you are looking at this item you have already read the previous titles. If that is not the

case, then look for the 1st book in the series and purchase that.This is the 10th Spice and Wolf

book to be translated into English. The series is highly enjoyable and I have purchased all those

currently available and plan to purchase all the future books.

Some of you may have noticed that in the previous few installations of Spice and Wolf, the chapters

got a little dreary. The words got a little wordy, and the magical feeling may have felt to be

diminishing. That is not apparent in Volume 10. This part of the Spice and Wolf story replenished

your interest in the series and how the relationship of Kraft Lawrence and Holo of Yoitsu will turn

out.The tender feeling between the two is back, the hard thinking of an economic crisis is once

again apparent. What seemed to be missing in the previous volumes is focus devoted to Kraft and

Holo. This volume definitely brings that back tenfold!

I want a novel but this is a comic ver! anyway I like it, too. It is another kind of suprise

If you're a fan of this series and translator you'll expect more of the same, if this is you're first book

it's really well translated but I'd start at the beginning

Great story and Holo and Lawrence's relationship develops even further. The translation is very

smooth. Lots of nice witty dialogue as expected from the wise wolf!

If your on this volume. There is no reason you shouldn't pick this up. Great story. Lawrence and

Holo still have that chemistry I love. Can't wait for the next one
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